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Chasing prices

Economist Gopinath uses both theory and data to learn truths
February 17, 2011 | Editor's Pick
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When her native India experienced a financial crisis, Professor Gita Gopinath said she “got really excited by economics at that point.”

Gopinath eventually became a fervent student of currency values, depreciation, bailouts, and capital flow. “I fell in love with the subject.”

By Corydon Ireland, Harvard Staff Writer

It’s not often that shoveling snow inspires a discussion of foreign exchange rates. But that’s what happened when economist Gita Gopinath

offered her 7-year-old son Rohil $10 for helping out. He insisted on being paid in rupees — 45 of them for every dollar.

“He gets to hear more economics than he needs at the dinner table,” said Gopinath, the first Indian woman with tenure in Harvard’s

Department of Economics.

Her husband, Iqbal Dhaliwal, is also an economist, and is director of policy at the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. At home in Lexington, Mass., Gopinath said, “We keep exchanging notes.”

Gopinath, who is 39 today and was barely 38 when she earned tenure, is a rising star in international macroeconomics. Her research interests

are timely, considering the volatile financial state of the world.

Gopinath studies how international prices respond to movements in exchange rates, the rapid shifts in relative value among world currencies.

She also investigates “sovereign debt,” the catastrophic tip in balance sheets that may suddenly befall individual countries.

To do her work, Gopinath explores both theory and hard data.
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Some of her papers are based purely on mathematical formulations. “I try to model the world with features I think are relevant,” she said,

“and then see what the behavior of economic agents are in that environment.”

But Gopinath also burrows into mounds of data. What she calls her “pricing project” tracks the cost of goods in minute detail, down to the

expense of a pair of shoes from China or a machine made in Germany. Since 2005, she has analyzed the voluminous data behind the import

price index that is released monthly by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

All this, and yet Gopinath paid no attention to economics until a first-year course at the University of Delhi in 1989. “When you’re growing

up in India, everybody expects you to become a doctor or an engineer,” she said, “not exactly an economist.” But Gopinath picked

economics to prepare for an exam three years in the future, the one required for acceptance into the elite Indian Administrative Service.

Then two things happened. In 1990-91, India experienced a massive financial crisis. “I got really excited by economics at that point,” said

Gopinath, who became a fervent student of currency values, depreciation, bailouts, and capital flow. “I fell in love with the subject.”

Around the same time, Gopinath also discovered that “I had absolutely zero administrative skills,” she said, which made academics more

attractive than a government career. “I was more of a geek, and better with my books than anything else.”

After earning a master’s degree at the Delhi School of Economics (1994), where she met Dhaliwal, Gopinath earned a master’s in economics

from the University of Washington, Seattle, where she had started a Ph.D. program.

She transferred to Princeton University in 1996 and earned a Ph.D. there in 2001. Along the way, she was inspired to pursue international

macroeconomics by her two advisers. Kenneth S. Rogoff, former chief economist at the International Monetary Fund, is now Harvard’s

Thomas D. Cabot Professor of Public Policy and a professor of economics. Ben Bernanke is now in his second term as chairman of the

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System.

After less than four years at the University of Chicago, Gopinath was offered a semester-long visiting position at Harvard in the spring of

2005. “At the end of it, surprisingly,” she said, “they made me an offer.”

Since then, there is little time for anything except work and family. “I really would like to spend more time reading books that are not

textbooks,” said Gopinath.

Still, the shelves in her new office are nearly bare, since, said Gopinath, “Everything I need is on the Internet now.”
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Slowing the  work  tre admill
By Chuck Leddy, Harvard Correspondent | August 27, 2013 | Editor's Pick Popular

Harvard Business School Professor Teresa Amabile compares much of work life to running on a treadmill. People try to keep up with the

demands of meetings, email, interruptions, deadlines, all while trying to be more productive and creative, she says, yet on many days they

seem to make no progress at all, especially in creative endeavors. Amabile suggests the answer is to do less.

Sk ip the  juice ,  go for whole  fruit
By Amy Roeder, Harvard School of Public Health Communications | August 29, 2013 | Editor's Pick Popular

Harvard researchers have found that people who ate at least two servings each week of certain whole fruits — particularly blueberries,

grapes, and apples — reduced their risk for type 2 diabetes by as much as 23 percent in comparison to those who ate less than one serving

per month.

Transpare nt artif icial muscle  plays  music
By Caroline Perry, SEAS Communications | August 29, 2013 | Editor's Pick Audio/Video Popular

Using a gel-based audio speaker, Harvard researchers have shown that electrical charges carried by ions, rather than electrons, can be put to

meaningful use in fast-moving, high-voltage devices.
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